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THE FEYNMAN INTEGRAL AND

FEYNMAN'S OPERATIONAL CALCULUS:

THE £(L 1(R), Go(R)) THEORY

Joo SUP CHANG 1 AND GERALD W. JOHNSON

1. Introduction and Preliminaries

We begin by giving some of the notation which we will need. Let
JR, C, C+, and C+ denote the real numbers, the complex numbers,
the complex numbers with positive real part, and the nonzero complex
numbers with nonnegative real part, respectively. Lp(JR)(l :::; p < (0)
will denote the measurable, C-valued functions on lR which are pth
power integrable. Go(lR) will denote the C-valued continuous functions
on lR which vanish at 00 whereas G[a, b] will denote the lR-valued contin
uous functions on [a, b], and Wiener space, Go[a, b], will consist of those
x in G[a, b] such that x( a) = O. Integration over Go [a, b] will always
be with respect to Wiener measure m w . Loo(lR) will denote the mea
surable, C-valued functions on JR which are essentially bounded. More
formally, the elements of Lp(lR) and Loo(JR) are equivalence classes of
functions, with '1'1 and '1'2 said to be equivalent if they are equal almost
everywhere (a.e.) with respect to Lebesgue measure. £(L 1(lR),GO(JR))
will denote the space of bounded linear operators from L 1 (R) to Go (R).

In [2,3] Carneron and Storvick established the existence of an opera
tor valued function space integral as an operator from L1 (lR) to Loo(l~·)

for certain functionals. In [7] the second author and Skoug extended
the work [2) and obtained an existence theorem for the "Feynman in
tegral" in the setting of the £(L 1(lR),Co(R)) operator valued function
space integral for more general functions. Furthermore, in [4] the first
author obtained stability results for the "Feynman integral" in this
setting.
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More recently [6], the second author and Lapidus established an
existence theorem for the Feynman integral as a bounded linear op
erator on L 2(RN ) where a general finite Borel measure t] on (a, b) is
involved in the functionals rather than the usual Lebesgue measure
(y 1-+ f(J(a,b) 8(s, y(s))d1](s)) in place of y t-+ f(J(a,b) 8(s, y(s))ds),
for example). The theory in [6] is also used to make sense of Feyn
man's time-ordered operational calculus for noncommuting operators
in a specific setting natural for nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. In
[6], heavy use is made of the fact that both the space of functionals
involved and the space of operators, .c(L2 (RN)), are Banach algebras.
One of the interesting consequences of this work is that the Feynman
integral can be used to make sense of some aspects of Feynman's op
erational calculus apart from the Banach algebra setting; specifically,
in the setting of the .c(L1(R), Co (R.)) Feynman integral.

We have not set out in this paper to give a complete development but
rather to indicate what is possible. We will discuss at the end of the last
section some ways in which our results can most probably be extended.
Various comments about Feynman's operational calculus will be made,
but we refer the reader to [6] for a more detailed discussion.

Some of our proofs are not too much different from proofs already
in the literature. Where this occurs, we tend to be brief and to give
appropriate references. The proof of Theorem 2.1, on the other hand,
is not easy and some of the difficulties involved do not seem to be
treated elsewhere in the literature.

We finish the present section by providing the additional definitions
and facts which we will require.

M(a, b) will denote the space of complex Borel measures 1] on the
open interval (a, b). M(a, b) is a Banach space under the total variation
norm and the natural operations. A measure J.l in M(a, b) is said to be
continuous if J.l( {T}) = 0 for every T in (a, b). 1I in M(a, b) is discrete
(or is a "pure point measure" in the terminology of Reed and Simon
[9]) if and only if there is an at most countable subset {Tp } of (a, b)
and a summable sequence {wp } from C such that
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where SrI' is the Dirac measure with total mass one concentrated at Tp •

Every measure TJ E M( a, b) has a unique decomposition, .,., = J.L + l/,

into a continuous part J.L and a discrete part lJ [9, p.22]. We work with
the space M(a, b) throughout, but M[a, b] could be treated without
any essential complications. However, allowing TJ to have nonzero mass
at a or b introduces additional alternatives which we have chosen to
avoid.

Let F: era, b] ---+ e be a functional. Given A > 0, WELl (IR) and ~

in lR, let

(1.1) (1).(F)w)(O = r F(A-t x + OW(A-tx(b) + Odmw(x).
}Co[a,bj

If !)..(F)w is in Co(lR) as a function of ~ and if the correspondence
W ---+ !)..(F)w gives an element of [ == [(L}(lR), Co (lR)), we say that
the operator-valued function space integral !)..(F) exists.

Next suppose there exist Aa (0 < Aa ~ (0) such that !)..(F) exists
for all .A E (0, .Aa) and further suppose that there exists an [-valued
function which is analytic in et == {.A Eel Re A > 0, I.AI < .Aa} and
agrees with !)..(F) on (0, Aa); then this [-valued function is denoted by
I!n(F) and is called the operator-valued function space integral of F
associated with .A.

Finally, let q be in IR with Iql < .Aa. Suppose there exists an operator
J;n(F) in [ such that for every W in L}(lR), J;n(F)w is the weak
limit of I!n(F)w as A ---+ -iq through et; then J;n(F) is called the
operator-valued Feynman integral (or Cameron-Storvick function space
integral) of F associated with -iq.

The above definitions follow those of the second author and Skoug [7]
and are more stringent than those of Cameron and Storvick [2]. Where
we have Co(lR), they have Loo(lR) in [2]. Also their "weak limits" and
analyticity are based on the weak* topology on Loo(lR) induced by its
pre-dual L} (lR); our weak limits and analyticity are based on the weak
topology on Co(lR) induced by its dual.

For s > 0, .A E C+, and 'U E lR, let

(1.2)
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Further, let Cs />.. be the operator of convolution by es />..; that is, for W
in L I (R.) and ein R,

(1.3)

Using the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem and the Riemann
Lebesgue Theorem, Cs />.. 'Is is in Go(R) and so Cs />.. is in £(LI(R.), Co(R.)).
It is easy to see that

(1.4)

H f is in Co(R) and 9 is in LI(R), then fg is in LI(R) and

(1.5)

Let M g be the operator of multiplication by g. Then M g is in £(Co(R),
LI(K» and

(1.6)

Let h be in Loo(R.) n LI(K) and let s be a positive integer. Then the
operator Mhs is in £(Co(R), L I (R» and we have

for 13 E Go(R) C Loo(R.).

2. The Generating Functionals

We will consider in the next section functionals which map y E
G[a,b] into f(J(a,b) 8(s,y(s»d71(S» for certain analytic functions f·
However, the hardest work comes in this section where f is just the
nth power function.

Let 1] be in M(a, b). Then 71 has a canonical representation [9,
p.23; 6, p.24] 71 = v + JL + 71sc where v is discrete, JL is absolutely
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure mL, and 71sc is continuous
and singular relative to Lebesgue measure. Although more generality
seelns possible as we will discuss in our closing remarks, we will assume
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throughout the paper that Tfsc = 0 and that l/ is finitely supported. In
m m

this case, v = LWj<5Tj and Tf = LWj<5Tj + 11 where bTj is the Dirac
j=1 j=1

measure at Tj E (a,b), a < Tl < ... < 7 m < b, and Wj E C for
j = 1,··· ,rn.

The calculation involved in the first lemma will be important to us as
we continue. We give an example following the proof which illustrates
the somewhat complicated notation. The reader may find it useful to
check the example both before and after reading the proof.

The time-ordering involved in the definition of the sets ~qZ01:]......~.m]-:- k
11, ,m-1:+1

below will help us to calculate certain Wiener integrals and will be re-
flected in the time-ordering of the noncommuting operators in Theorem
2.1. Time-ordering is an essential feature of Feynman's operational cal
culus (see [6]).

LEMMA 2.1. For any nonnegative integer qo, r > 2, and r' satisfying
l/r + l/r' = 1, we have, for k = 0,1,··· , rn - 1,

(S11+1-7Z1)···(7Z",_k -sh+···+jm_k)

r' 1

(Sj1+···+jm_k+1 - 7 Zm _ k )'" (b - Sqo)]-2 X!~ldsd?

{ L
j1 +...+jrn- k+1 =qo

m-k+l

[IT
1=1

[(
7 _ 7 )j,-(j/+l)r' /2

Z/ ZI_l

[f(1 - r' /2)]jl+l ]] }1/T'

qUI + 1)(1 - r' /2)]

where a = t zo ::; 7 Z1 < ... < 7 Zm _ k ::; 7 zrn _ k +1 = b, r denotes the
gamma function, h, ... ,jm-k+l, ZI,'" , Zm-k are nonnegative inte-
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gers, and

(2.2)
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~%1 ':' ,zm:- k
qO;Jl,.·· ,Jrn-Ir+l

< Sit < T Z1 < Sil+l < ... < Sit+·+irn_1r < TZrn _1r

< Sit+...+jrn_lr+l < ... < SqO < b}.

Note that for qo = 0 there are no s's to be integrated out and for
k =0,1",' ,m - k,

Furthermore, if there are no T'S in (a, b), that is, if k = rn, then we
have

(2.4) A(qo;'; r')

{ }

1/r'.- L
90

[(SI - a)(S2 - sd"· (b - SqO )]-r' /2ds l ... ds qo

= {(b_a)qO-<qO+I)r'/2 [r(l-r'/2)]qo+t }1/r'
r[(qo + 1)(1 - r' /2)]

where

(2.5) D.qO = {(st, .. . ,Sqo) E (a, b)qO Ia < SI < ... < SqO < b}.

Proof. Using the Dirichlet integral [10; p.258], we have, for r > 2
and for 0 < SI < ... < sj" < TZIr - Tzlr _ u k = 1," . ,m + 1,

(jk = 1,2,,,, ,qo)

(ik = 0).
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From (2.2), the Fubini Theorem, and a simple change of variables, we
obtain

(2.7)

{'l'. ,'m-k [(s1-a)"'(Tzl-sit)(Sjt+1-Tzl)'"
) t:.. .

90;}1, ')m-k+l

(b )] -r' /2XQo d .- SqO i=1 SI

(b - Sqo)rr' /2dsit+ ...+Jm_d1 ... ds qo }

= {IT
'I-

a

iSh ... lsi2[s1(S2-Sd'''(Tzl-a)-sjl)rr'/2ds1 ... dSJ1}

x {I T

'

2
-

T

'

1
l

si2
...182

[S1(S2 - sd···

(TZ2 - TZI) - S12 )] - r' /2 ds 1 ... ds12} x ...

From (2.6) and (2.7) we have our lemma.

The following specific example illustrates the notation and the con-
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elusion of the preceding lemma:

~~:i';OI = {(81,'" ,84)E(a,b)4I a <SI <Tl <S2, , , ,
< S3 < T2 < T3 < 84 < b}

and then

As we continue we will need to write

as a product of monomials. Of course, the multinomial formula would
do this for us. However, we will need to know in each term precisely
which subset of {Tl'· •• , Tm} actually appears and so we will need a
more refined breakdown of the sum. It will be convenient to introduce

I

a primed notation on sums like L ;this sum is to be over
QO+ql +"'+q",_k=n

integers qo, ql,'" ,qm-k where qo ~ 0, ql ~ 1,··· , qm-k ~ 1, and, of
course, qo + ql + ... + qm-k = n. Using this notation, we can write

(2.8)
[w1D(Tl, y(Tt» + ... +wm9(rm,y( Tm»+ 8(s, yes»]n
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+ [O(s,y(s))r·

We rewrite this expression in more compact form in our second lemma.
Note that when k = rn, the inner sums below collapse to the single term
[B(s,y(s))]n.

LEMMA 2.2.
m

(2.9) [Lw;B(T;,y(Ti)) +O(s,y(s))f
;=1

I n'
= L L L qO!ql!" :qm-k!

k=O 1~ Zl <",<zm_1t ~m 90+91 +"'+9m-It=n

[w z1 B( T Z1 ' y(T Z1 ))]91

... [W Zm _ 1t O(Tzm _ It' y(Tzm _ It) )]9m- It [O( S, yes ))J90.

The formula in the following lemma is like (2.9) except that B(s, y(s ))
is not involved at all. In this case the prime on the sum over q's in
(2.10) is intended to mean that none of the q's involved is zero, that
is, qk 2:: 1 for k 2:: 1.

LEMMA 2.3.

rn-I

(2.10)
m

[L w;O(T;, yeTi))] n

;=1

I n!
= L L L qI! ... qm-k!

k=O I~ZI<"'<Zm_It~m91+"'+9m_lt=n

[w ZI B( TZll y(TZ1 ) )J91 ... [w Zm_ It B(Tzm _ It' y(Tzm _ It) )J9m- It •
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THEOREM 2.1. For each nonnegative integer n and y E C[a, b], let

(2.11) Fn(y):= [f 9(S,y(S»d17(S)]n
J(a,b)

m

where 17 = Il. +L WjSTj with Il. absolutely continuous with respect to
i=1

Lebesgue measure; further suppose that for fixed r > 2, 9 is a C-valued
function on (a, b) x R. satisfying the following 2 conditions:

(2.12a)

(2.12b)

dlll.l4>(s) := 119(s, ')111 -d(s) E Lr[a, b].
mL

9(Tj,') E LI(R) n Loo(lR) for each j = 1,'" ,m.

Then the operators I~n(Fn) and J;n(Fn) exist for all .x E C+ and all
real q i=- 0, respectively. Further for.x E C+, W E LI(R), and eE R,

where 6,;~;j~·:.~.~j':_.+t is given by (2.2) and, for (SI,"· ,Sqo) E
6,Zt,···,zm-Al d { k}

qOjit, ... ,im-Al+t an Q E 0,1"", m - ,

(2.14) LOt = 9(Tz .. )q.. 0 C(Sh +---+i ..+1- T %.. )/oX 0 9(Sit+..-+i.. +I)

0'·' 0 9(si1+ ..+i..+1) 0 C(T...+1-Sit+---+i ..+1)/oX'

(It is convenient to let 8(T)q denote the operator of multiplication by
[9(T, .)]q, that is, 9(T)q = M[8(T,.)]Q. We use the conventions TO = a,
Tm+I = b, and 9(To)qO = 1.)
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For real q =f:. 0, (J;n(Fn)'lJ)(e) is given by the right-hand side of
(2.13) with A= -iq. Finally we have for AE C+,

(2.15)III~n(Fn)1I$ bn(IA/)

.- f L L' [~~rqo+m-k+l)/2
k=o I:;ZI <···<Zm_k:;m qO+ql +···+qm_k=n

m-k
[II 118(Tz"')II~-1118(Tz"')1I1]A(qoiTzu'" ,Tzm_ki r')

1=1

where A(qOi Tzu'" ,TZ""_k i r') is given by (2.1) (or by (2.4) when k =
mY. The bound (2.15) also holds for J;n(Fn) with IAI replaced by Iql.

Note. The ordering of the noncommuting operators appearing in
(2.13) and (2.14) corresponds to the time ordering of the indices in
volved. Thus the "disentangling process" which is the key to Feyn
man's operational calculus (see the discussion in [6]) is brought about
naturally by the function space integrals I~n(Fn) and J;n(Fn).

Proof. As mentioned in the introduction, this will be our most dif
ficult proof. Let 'lJ E L1(lR), e E lR and A > 0 be given. Then by (1.1),
(2.11), and using Lemma 2.2,

(2.16)
(h(Fn)'lJ)(e)

= f Fn(A-tX+e)\lJ(A-tx(b)+e)dmw(x)
lCo[a,bj

= f [fWj8(Tj,A-~X(Tj)+O+j 8(S,A-~X(S)+e)dJL(s)]n
lCo[a,bj j=1 (a,b)

1

'lJ(A-2 x(b) + e)dmw(x)

f m , n!

= lc[abjL L L QO!ql! ... qm':"k!
o , k=OI:;ZI< ...<Z",,_k$mqo+ql+.'.+qm-k=n
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m-k[1 8(s, A-ix(s) + ~)dJL(s)]qO II [wz,8(TZl' A-ix(Tz,) + ~)]q,
(a,b) 1=1

1

W(A -"2 x(b) + ~)dmw(x).

Using the simplex trick, we have by (2.5) and (2.16)

where

(2.18) Y:=1 [fi8(Si,A-lx(Si)+~)]
Co[a,b] i=1

m-k

[II (8(Tz" A-~ x(Tz,) + ~))q,] W(A-i x(b) + ~)dmw(x).
1=1

The last equality in (2.17) comes from the Fubini Theorem which will
be justified later in conjunction with the norm estimate (2.15). Using
the basic Wiener integration formula and a simple change of variables,
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we have

(2.19)

Y = [(2?r)qo+m-k+l(SI - a)··· (TZ1 - szJ(Sh+l - TZ1 )···

m-k
[II (8(TZ/l'\-~ u~ + e))ql) w('\-~ U~-k+l +0

1=1

exp { _ (Ul - uo? _ ... _ (U~ - Uil)2 (Uil+l - uD2

2(SI - a) 2(Tz1 - Sit) 2(Sjl+l - TZ1 )

_ (U~-k+l - Uqo )2} [X90 d .J [X~-k+ld I.]
2(b _ Sqo) ,=1 U, 3=1 U)

=('\j2?r)(qo+m-k+l)/2[(SI- a ) ... (Tzl -Sjl)(Sh+l- TzJ···

m-k
[II (8(TZ/l vI) )ql ] '1'(v:n_ k+l)

1=1

Note that in the notation in (2.19) we have assumed for the sake of
definiteness that there is at least one S in the interval (a,TZ1 ); actually
this need not be so in which case Sl -a is replaced by T Z1 -a. A similar
remark applies to the interval (Tzm_k,b).

Using (1.2) and (1.3), we obtain by (2.19)

(2.20) Y = «£0 0 £10·'·0 £m-k)W)(e)
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where for (SI"" ,Sqo) E ~qZ01:)':' '.~:")7lc L and a E {O, 1"" ,m-k}, LOt,1, ,rn-.c+l
is given by (2.14).

From (2.13) for A> 0, we have

(2.21)

where

(2.22)

III~(Fn)1I

<f L L'
k=O I$Zl <"'<Zm_lc$m qO+q1+···+qm_lc=n

B(qOi Tzl"" ,TZm_kiJ.t)

'-. ?= LZ 1.:...zm._k
)1+"'+)m-k+1=qo 90;11,'" .lm_k+1

IILo 0 L 1 0'" 0 Lm-kIlXl~ldlJ.tl(si).

Using the norm inequalities (1.4), (1.6) and (1.7) as well as the condi
tion (2.12b), we have by (2.22) and (2.14)

m-k
[II 1I()(Tz!")II~-II1()(Tz,,-)1I1]

1=1
qo

[II II()(Si,' )1/1 ] (A/21l')(qo+m-Hl)/2
i=1

[(SI - a) ... (TZ1 - Sit )(Sil+I - TZ1 ) ... (b - Sqo)]-! Xl~1dlJ.t1(Si)

m-k
=(A/21l')(qo+m-k+l)/2 [ II II()(Tz,,' )1I~-II1()(Tz!" )1/1 ]

1=1
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where we recall that 4>(s) = 118(s,·)lh;1;l (s). If we apply the Holder
inequality and the Schwarz inequality to (2.23), then

m-k

~ (Aj21r)(qo+m-k+l)/2 [ II 118(Tz" ·)II~-1118(Tzn ')Ih]
1=1

m-k

~ (A/21r)(qo+m-k+l)/2[ II 1I8(Tzn·)1I~-11l8(Tz,,·)lh]
'=1

{ qo 2/r .!{. ?= [J~Zb.'.'ZYn_k U[q)(Si)rX?~ldsi] } 2

)l+"'+)Yn-k+l=qO qo;il.··· ';Yn_k+l )=1

{. ?= [LZ1 .....ZYn_k [(SI- a )···
)1 +"'+)Yn-k+1=qO qoh.··· .iYn-k+1

(TZ1 - Si1)(Sit +1 - TZ1 ) ... (b - SqO )]-r' /2X!~1 dSif/r l

} ! .

We note that for 0 < p ~ 2 and for nonnegative reals al,a2,··· ,an,

(2.25)

which follows from the Holder inequality for 0 < (pj2) < 1. We
also note that there are (qO + m - k)!j(qo!(m - k)!) terms in the sum
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go ] 2 }I/2T
][[(¢>(Sj))T)(l~Idsi
j=I

[
(qo+m-k)!]I/2T'[ 11 qo T qo ]IIT

= '( _ k)' -, II(¢>(Sj» )(i=ldsi
qo· m. qo. [a,WO j=l

= [(qO + m - k)!]I/2T'( ,)-I/TIIA.llqO
'( _ k)' qo· 0/ T •qo. m .

Furthermore, using (2.25) and the definition of A(qOjTI,'" ,Tm;r')
given in (2.1), we have

(2.27)
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Combining (2.21), (2.24), (2.26), and (2.27) we get the nonn estimate
(2.15) for .x > o. This also justifies the use of the Fubini theorem in
(2.17).

The rest of the proof follows the proof of Theorem 2.1 of [7] and so
will just be outlined. Using the Dominated Convergence Theorem and
the estimates (2.15), one easily sees that for .x > 0, (I~(Fn)w)(e) is a
continuous function of eand vanishes at 00. So I~(Fn)w is a member
of Co(R.) and the operator-valued function space integral I~(Fn) exists
as an element of £. In fact, for Re.x ~ 0 (.x =1= 0), W E R., and
e E R., (K~(Fn)w)(e) (defined as the right-hand side of (2.16)) is a
continuous function of eand, using the Riemann-Lebesgue Theorem
as in [7, p.653], vanishes at 00; that is, K~(Fn)w E Co(R.).

Let M(R.) denote the Banach space of C-valued, regular measures
defined on the Borel class of R. and equipped with the total variation
norm. M(R.) is of course the dual of Co(R.). Fix wE L1(R.) and let
p, E M(R.). Set

(2.28)

Then it is easy to show that g(.x) is continuous in C+. Further, using
the Fubini Theorem and the Cauchy Integral Theorem, if 6 is any
triangular contour in C+ ,

(2.29) Lg(>..)d>.. = o.

Thus, by Morera's Theorem, g(.x) is analytic in C+. Also it is not
hard to show that as >.. -+ -iq through C+, g(.x) -+ g( -iq), that is,
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K~(Fn)'1t -+ K- i 9(Fn)'1t weakly. We conclude that I~n(Fn) exists and
is given by (2.13), and also (2.15) holds for all ,\ E C+. Furthermore,
for real q :f; 0 J;n(Fn) exists and is given by (2.13) with ,\ replaced
by -iq, and the bound (2.15) holds for IIJ;n(Fn)1I with /,\1 replaced by
Iql. This finishes the proof.

REMARK. For F == 1, the existence and representation of the oper
ators I~n(F) and J;n(F) for all ,\ E C+ and all nonzero real q follow
from [7, Proposition 2.1]. Further,

[ ,\ ]1.100
{ ,\(v _ ~)2 }

(2.30) (I1n(F)'1t)(~) = 21l"(b _ a) 2 -00 '1t(v) exp - 2(b _ a) dv

and

(2.31)

In fact, the right hand side of (2.15) reduces to (2.31) when n = o.
We finish this section by dealing with the case p. = 0, that is TJ =

m

LWjl5Tj with a < T1 < ... < T m < b and Wi E C. This case is already
;=1
covered by Theorem 2.1 but it is instructive to examine it somewhat in
its own right. Note that when p. = 0, the hypothesis (2.12a) is trivially
satisfied since ¢J(s) is identically O.

COROLLARY 2.1. Let J.L = 0. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1,
the operators I~n(Fn) and J;n(Fn) exist for all ,\ E C+ and all real
q :f; 0, respectively. Further for ,\ E C+, WE £1 (lR) and ~ E lR,

(2.32) (I~n(Fn)'1t)(e)

= ~ L 2:' [2~](m-k+I)/2
k=O l$Zl <···<zm_ir$m 91 +"'+9m-k=n

n!w91 ••• wZm- ir
1

ZI m-ir [(T
Z1

- a) ... (b - T
Zm

_
k
)]-2

q1!··· qm-k!
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m-k
( II [B(TZj,Vj)]qj\l1(Vm-k+I)

Jllm-le+l j=l

A m-k+l ( )2
{

_ _ '" Vj - Vj-l }XJ?l-k+ld.
exp L.J ( ) )=1 v)2 j=l TZj - TZj _1

[C(r. 1 -a)/>. 0 B(Tz1 )q1 0···0 C(r.m_le -r'.,._le+l)/>'

o B(TZm _Ie )qm-Ie 0 G(b-r...._le )/>. \l1](~)

where Tzo = a, TZ ...+1 = b, Vo = ~ and the prime's on the sum over q's

denote the expression as in Lemma 2.3. For A E C+, we have

(2.33) III~n(Fn)ll

< 'f L L:' [~;rm-k+l)/2
k=O 1~z1 <···<z..._le~m ql +···+q... _le=n

n'lw Iq1 .. ·Iw Iqm-Ie 1. Z1 z... _Ie [( _) ... (b _ »)-2, , T Z1 a T z..._ Ie
ql···· qm-k·

m-k

II II B(T zj , ·)II~-lIlB(T zj , ·)lId·
j=l

For real q 1: 0, (J;n(Fn)\l1)(~) is given by the right hand side of
(2.32) with A= -iq and the bound (2.33) also holds for J;n(Fn) with
IAI replaced by Iql.

Proof. We limit oUIself to the computations leading to (2.32) and
(2.33) for A > O. Let \l1 E Ll(JR), ~ E JR, and A > 0 be given. Now, in
view of (1.1), we have

(2.34)
(h(Fn)\l1)(~)
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(~) 1 y=1 L 2:' n!
Co[a,b) k=O l$ZI< ...<Zm_k$m ql+..+qm_k=n q1!··· qm-k!

m-k

II [WZj (J(TZj ' A-1 X(Tzj ) + ~")]qj \II(A-~ x(b) +e)dmw(x)
i=l

m

Step (I) results from writing.,., as L WibTj and carrying out the integral
i=l

m

with respect to L WjbTj . In (II), we use Lemma 2.3, and the last step
j=l

(III) in (2.34) comes from the linearity of the Wiener integral. By
application of the Wiener integration formula to the right hand side
of (III) in (2.34) and by a simple change of variables, we obtain the
formula (2.32) for A> O.

From (2.32) for A > 0, we have by the condition (2.12b)

(2.35) III~(Fn)1I

< 'f L L' [2~] (m-H1)/2

k=o l$ZI <···<Zm_k$m ql+···+qm_k=n
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m-k

II W8( T Zj , •)II~-11l8(T Zj , •)1\1]·
j=l

REMARK. The last expression in (2.32) is a "disentangling" (see [6])
of the operator I~n(Fn).

3. The main existence theorem
m

As before, let T'/ E M(a, b) be such that T'/ = p.+ LWjDTj where
j=l

p. is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure and a <
TI < ... < T m < b. Also suppose that 8 : (a, b) x R -+ C satisfies
conditions (2.12a) and (2.12b). Further, for each nonnegative integer
nand y E C[a, b], let Fn(y) be given by (2.11).

00

Let Ao E (0,00] and let fez) = L anzn be an analytic function
n=O

satisfying

(3.1)
00

L lanlbn(IAI) < 00
n=O

for every A E ct where bn(IAI) is defined in (2.15). Consi.der the
functional

(3.2) F(y):= f[1 8(s,y(s»dT'/(s)]
(a,b)

for y in C[a, b]; that is

(3.3)
00

F(y) = L anFn(y).
n=O

THEOREM 3.1. Let F be given by (3.3) witb tbe Fn 'sgiven by (2.11)
and witb tbe assumptions discussed above, particularly (3.1), satisfied.

00

Tben for every A E (O,Ao) and every ~ E R, LanFn(A-jX + 0
n=O
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converges absolutely for a.e. x E Co [a, b]. Also the operators I~n(F)

and J;n(F) exist, respectively, for all A E et and all nonzero real q

such that Iql < Ao. Further, for A E et,

(3.4)

and

(3.5)

00

I~n(F) = L anI~n(Fn)
n=O

00

J;n(F) = L anJ;n(Fn)
n=O

with I~n(Fn), J;n(Fn) given by (2.13) and where the series in (3.4)
and (3.5) satisfy

(3.6)

and

(3.7)

00 00

L lIanI~n(Fn)1I ::; 2: lanlbn(IAI)
n=O n=O

00 00

L lI anJ;n(Fn) II ::; L lanlbn(lql),
n=O n=O

and so converge in operator norm.

Proof. The proof of this theorem is much like the proof of Theorem
3.1 of [7]. Except for some comments in the next paragraph, we will
focus attention on the part of the proof dealing with A > 0 and leave
it to the reader to consult [7] to see how the rest of the proof proceeds.

Suppose A E ct. By (2.15) and (3.1), we have

00 00

(3.8) L lIanI1n(Fn)1I ::; L lanlbn(IAI) < 00.

n=O n=O

Hence the right-hand side of (3.4) defines an element of £, for all A E
ct. Similarly the series in (3.5) defines an element of £, satisfying
(3.7) for Iql < Ao. Also, since bn ( IAI) is an increasing function of
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IAI, the series in (3.4) converges uniformly in any compact subset of
eta. This last fact is helpful both in establishing the analyticity of the
right-hand side of (3.4) and in showing that the limit as A - -iq of
the right-hand side of (3.4) equals the right-hand side of (3.5).

Now we claim that for A > 0,

00

(3.9) (l>.(F)'!T)(~) = L an(h(Fn)'!T)(~).
n=O

We give the formal argument and then explain the steps.

(3.10)
(h(F)'!T)(e)

= ( F(A-jX+~)'!T(A-!x(b)+~)dmw(x)
}Co[a,bj

= ( [f anFn(A-~ x +0] '!T(A-~ x(b) +Odmw(x)
}Co[a,bj n=O

- fan ( Fn(A-~X+~)'!T(A-tx(b)+~)dmw(x)
n=O }Co[a,bj

00

- L an(I>.(Fn)'!T)(~).
n=O

The key to justify (3.10) is to see that

(3.11) 1 [flanllFn(A-~x+OI]I'1J(A-tx(b)+~)ldmw(x)
Co[a,bj n=O

= f lanl1 IFn( A-t x + ~)II'1J(A-t x(b) + ~)Idmw(x)
n=O Co[a,b]
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[f IB(s,..\-ix(s)+~)ldlpl(s)ro
J(4,6)

m-k

II IB(rz" ..\-i x(rzl ) + ~)I9llw(..\-! x(b) + ~)I }dmw(x)
1=1

00

< L lan lbn (I..\l)lIwlh < 00

n=O

where the last inequality comes from the same argument that yielded
the norm inequality (2.15). By considering a Win L1(K) which never
vanishes, we see from (3.11) that for every ..\ E (0, ..\0) and ~ E R, the

00

series L anFn(..\-i x +~) converges absolutely for a.e. x E Cola, b].
n=O

This is one of the conclusions of the theorem and it also justifies the
second equality in (3.10). The interchange of integral and sum in (3.10)
follows from (3.11) and the Fubini-Tonelli Theorem. Formula (3.10) is
now justified and (3.9) follows immediately.

We now have the basis for showing that I~n(F) and J;n(F) exist
and are given by (3.4) and (3.5), respectively. However, as mentioned
above, we refer the reader to [7, p.658] for this.

COROLLARY 3.1. Let the conditions of Theorem 3.1 be satisfied.
m

Suppose, in addition, that p = 0 so that 1] = L W jlSTj' (Recall that
;=1

condition (2.12a) is trivially satisfied in this case.) Then the con-
clusions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and, in this case, 11n (Fn ) and
J:n(Fn) are given by the simpler formulas of Corollary 2.1.

COROLLARY 3.2. Let the conditions of Theorem 3.1 be satisfied.
Suppose, in addition, that 1/ = 0 so that 1] = p. (Condition (2.12b)
is trivially satisfied in this case since there are no r;'s.) Then the
conclusions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and, in this case, 11n (Fn ) is
given by the simpler formula

(3.12) I~n(Fn)'11 = n! f C(SI-4)/). 08(SI)JAn
o C(s2- sd/). 0 8(82) 0'" 0 8(8n ) 0 C(b-sn )/). WXl:: 1dp(Sj).
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Further J:n(Fn)'I! is given by (3.12) but with A replaced by -iq, 0 <
Iql < AO'

REMARK 3.1. Corollary 3.2 can be obtained from Theorem 3.1 of
[7] by regarding :~~ as part of an adjusted potential 81 ; i.e., 81 (s, .) =

8(s,·) :1;1 (s). However, the other results of this paper do not follow
from theorems in [7].

REMARK 3.2. We mentioned in the introduction that we were not
striving for maximum generality in this paper and that our results
could probably be extended in various directions. We now indicate
some possibilities.

(i) We have assumed throughout that the discrete part v of the
measure 'fJ is finitely supported. It is probably possible to allow v =
00 00

LWj8Tj where L IWjl < 00. Another limit would need to be in-
j=1 j=1

m 00

troduced, but, since LWj8Tj -+ Lwj8Tj in total variation norm, it
j=1 j=1

seems likely that it could be handled. The infinite sum would intro-
duce additional combinatorial complications in Theorem 2.1, a result
which is already combiruitorially involved. One could no longer assume
that the T'S are ordered. In fact, for each m, it would be necessary to
consider a permutation (jm of {I, ... , m} that time-orders the T'S; that
is, such that a < TO'm(1) < ... < TO'm(m) < b.

(ii) Our assumption that 'fJac, the singular, continuous part of 'fJ,
equals 0 could possibly be eliminated. Assuming 'fJsc = 0 allowed us
to reduce the integral in (2.23) with respect to Xl'::' 1dIJlI(si) to an
integral with respect to Lebesgue measure and then later make use of
the explicit calculation in Lemma 2.1. The assumption that ""ac = 0
could perhaps be replaced by a direct assumption on the size of the
integral with respect to Xl'::' 1dl'fJscl(Si)'

(iii) In [6] infinite sums of functionals of the form

L

F(y) = II1 8u(s,y(s))d.,.,u(s)
u=1 (a,b)
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were considered and shown to form a Banach algebra under a certain
norm. Related functionals could almost certainly be considered in the
present setting and might form a Banach space. Further, it might
well be possible to multiply certain pairs of such functionals and stay
within the space. IT so, further connections with Feynman's operational
calculus could probably be established.

(iv) The first author showed in [4] that the £(L1(R), Co(R)) theory
as developed in [7] enjoys very pleasant stability properties in the 8's
and w's. It seems rather likely that these properties would carry over
to the present setting along with, possibly, some stability properties in
the ,,'s.
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